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INTRODUCTION 

Litter size is a more important trait in rabbit production than in other prolific species (BASELGA and 
BLASCO, 1989; ARMERO and BLASCO, 1992). Current genetic schemes for rabbit meat production are 
based in a three way cross, in which two lines are selected for litter size in order to produce the crossbred doe 
and other line is selected for growth rate in order to produce terminal sires. After the gigantic review of 
ROCHAMBEAU (1988) for the Budapest World Rabbit Congress, there has not been any similar compilation 
of all the literature. about the experiments performed in rabbit genetics. The present review has a more modest 
scope and it will be concentrated in the genetics of litter size and its components. With sorne exception, only 
the experiments performed since 1988 have been included in .this review, and only rabbit for meat production 
has been considered. A review of the experiments of selection for growth rate can be found in BLASCO 
(1995), and all the topics related to molecular genetics will be found in other review paper ofthis Congress. 

GENETICP~TERS 

There is a wide consensus for giving low values to the heritability of litter size of all prolific species, generally 
under 0.10, and the same can be said about the environmental permanent effects of litter size. The work done 
since 1988 has not modified this situation {UTRILLAS et al., 1991; BASELGA et al., 1992; FERRAZ et al., 
1992; FERRAZ and ELER, 1994, 1996; ROCHAMBEAU et al., 1994; LUKEFAHR et al., 1996; GOMEZ et 
al., 1996). The high values obtained by KHALIL et al. (1989), BLASCO et al. (1993b) and KROGMEIER et 
al. (1994) cannot be taken seriously due to their high standard errors. Genetic maternal effects seem to be 
irrelevant (FERRAZ et al., 1992; GOMEZ, 1994;), and the whole maternal effects account for less than a 10% 
ofthe phenotypic variation (FERRAZ et al., 1992; GOMEZ, 1994; KROGMEIER et al., 1994). 

Genetic correlations between growth and reproductive traits seem to be low (MGHENI and CHRISTENSEN, 
1985; CAMACHO and BASELGA, 1990), which agrees with results in pigs (DUCOS and BIDANEL, 1996), 
but nor in mice (see BRIEN, 1986 for a review). Nevertheless, although all genetic parameters depend on the 
population in which they are measured, genetic correlations are more sensitive for comparisons, since they are 
sensitive to changes in the gene frequencies and genetic disequilibrium bias the estimates, mainly if the genetic 
variances are low. 

Relevant maternal heterosis effects for litter size, usually between 10% and 15%, and sorne small direct 
heterosis effects have been detected many years ago in pigs and rabbits. The more recent work in this area 
agrees with these previous results (BRUN et al., 1992; BRUN, 1993; KHALIL et al., 1995; LUKEFAHR et al., 
1996; NOFAL et al., 1996). The high direct heterosis found by SZENDRO et al. (1996) is probably dueto a 
sampling effect, given the small size of the experiment. As the heterotic effects depend on how closed are the 
populations being crossed, all generalisations should be taken with caution. 

DIRECT SELECTION ON LITTER SIZE 

Only two of the experiments cited by ROCHAMBEAU (1988) are still being carried out. These experiments 
are performed by the Station d' Amélioration Génétique des Animaux of Toulouse (SAGA, INRA, France) and 
by the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia (Spain). Recently, the Institut de Recerca y Tecnologia Alimentaria 
(lRTA, Barcelona, Spain) has started a program closely linked to the Valencia program, and they present their 
first results in this congress. No results from other programs of selection for litter size have been published, 
apart from a paper by NIEDZWIADEK et al. (1992). This last paper does not clearly establish the method of 
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selection, and the results do not include a comparison with a control population or other method to separate 
environmental from genetic effects, thus it is not possible to know which part of the progress tliat the authors 
claim to have obtained is dueto an improvement ofthe environment, or even if sorne genetic progress has been 
obtained at all. 

The results ofthe French laboratory have been published by ROCHAMBEAU et al. (1994) and POUJARDIEU 
et al. (1994). Selection is performed in two synthetic lines by means of an index including data of the female, 
mother, full and half sisters. The selection criterion is litter size at birth in one line and litter size at weaning in 
the other one. The lines have_ an average of 84 and 121 does respectively. Although they have a control 
unselected population, ROCHAMBEAU et al. (1994) used'the BLUPIREML technique to evaluate the genetic 
progress. A:fter 18 generations of selection, the authors find a progress of almost three young rabbits in both 
lines when the genetic progress is evaluated by BLUPIREML.- However, the difference between control and 
selected population is around one young rabbit, which means 0.06 rabbits per generation, which agrees with the 
experiment ofBRUN (1993), who compared the results ofthe hybrid does produced by crossing the controlline 
with a line called B, with another hybrid doe produced by crossing line B with the selected line after 
13 generations of selection, and a difference of O~ 7 to 0.9 weaned rabbits was obtained. 

The reasons of this disparity lay in the way of estimating the response of selection by the BLUPIREML 
method. As this is a standard method used nowadays, and the other experiment of selection has also used this 
method for estimating the response to selection, it will deserve a comment. 

Control populations are needed in order to separate genetic from environmental effects. The main problem of 
their use is that genetic drift augments the variance of the response, and after many generations, control 
populations become less and less useful. Besides, if selection has been successful, sorne interaction between 
genotype and environment can distort the results; for e:Xample, it is expected that the environment will affect in 
a different way a very prolific selected line in comparison to a less prolific control. A large part of all of these 
inconveniences is being removed by the modem use of frozen control populations. Embryos of generation O are 
frozen and later thawed and transferred to does in order to produce a control population contemporary of 
selected animals of generation n. There is still a problem in the case of reproductive traits: they are highly 
variable, and the farm facilities available to obtain data are usually quite limited. The response is then estimated 
by comparing the averages of selected and control populations at generation n, and this difference has usually a 
high standard error. 

BLUPIREML techniques consists in predicting the genetic values by BLUP, by using REML estimates of the 
genetic variances in the mixed model equations. The estimated genetic values are no longer BLUP, but the 
method presents good statistical properties (see, for example, GIANOLA and FERNANDO., 1986). However, 
it has a major inconvenience: the results of the estimation are strongly dependent on the genetic values 
provided by the REML estimates (THOMPSON, 1986; SORENSEN and JOHANSSON, 1992). This means the 
estimated response will be higher or lower, depending on the estimated values of the genetic parameters (see 
figure 1, taken from POUJARDIEU et al., 1994). When comparing this method with the use of control 
populations, a main difference to be found is that a control population provides information which is 
independent on the model used. Whether there are dominance, major genes or other alterations of the genetic 
selection process, a control population will allow to differentiate between genetic and environmental etíects, 
whereas BLUPIREML estimates are dependent on the model used to estimate the genetic parameters and 
genetic values. The additive model is normally used, and it could not be satisfactory for litter size analyses. For 
example, it is well known that the genetic determination of litter size has sorne dominance effect. 

There is another problem related to the precision of the results. A regresslon line through the average genetic 
values per generation is often used to represent the "genetic trend". This method could fit better in the case of 
overlapping generations processes than when selection is performed in discrete generations. If generations are 
discrete, each process of selection has its own peculiarities that make the genetic progress non-linear. For 
example, the selection pressure is often different from generation to generation, the Bulmer effect and the 
reduction of the variance with selection makes the process less efficient, natural selection decreases the 
efficiency of selection for litter size through an increment of inbreeding, etc. Besides, the error of this 
coefficient of regression is often much lower than the error of the response, because it does not include the 
error due to genetic drift and the estimation errors of the genetic parameters that were used to predict the 
genetic means per generation. The genetic drift error can be very important when many generations are 
considered, and the error ofthe genetic parameters estimates is large in small and even medium-size samples. 
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Figure 1 : Genetle trends of litter size evaluated by BLUPIREML using different heritabilities (H2), and using a 
control (C) populatlon (from POUJARDIEU et al., 1994) 
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For the reasons exposed above, the response estimated with a control population is preferable than the estimates 
given by BLUPIREML, but when a control population is available, both techniques should be considered as 
complementary, and only when the results differ, the model used in the BLUPIREML analysis or the size ofthe 
control population should be questioned. The ~sults of ROCHAMBEAU et al. (1994) from the control 
population comparison corresponds toa heritability extremely low (0.03, POUJARDIEU et al., 1994), but they 
agree with results ofthe selection experiments performed in the Valencia laboratory as we will see now. 

The results ofthe Valencia experiment have been published by ESTANY et al. (1989) and BASELGA et al. 
(1992). Selection is performed in two lines (A and V), by and index similar to the French index (lineA) and by 
a BLUP on a repeatability animal model (line V). Both lines are selected on number of weaned rabbits. No 
control population is available. After 11 generations of selection in line A and 8 in line V, the genetic progress 
estimated by BLUPIREML was 0.10 and 0.03 rabbits per generation respectively (BASELGA et al., 1992). 

The results ofthe other Spanish experiment, carried out by IRTA, are published in this Congress by GOMEZ et 
al. (1996). They have selected a synthetic line for litter size at weaning with overlapping generations during 
three years. They found a genetic progress, estimated by BLUPIREML, of 0.09 rabbits per year. As the average 
life of a male anda females was around 10 month (GOMEZ, personal comm.), this is equivalent toa progress 
of 0.11 rabbits per generation. 

Table 1 : Selection experiments for litter size 

Authors Line Selection Methodof Method to assess N.of Estimated 
criterion selection the response generation response 

S (rabbits/gen) 
BASELGA et al., 1992 A NW Index REMIJBLUP 11 0.10 

V NW BLUP REMUBLUP 8 0.03 
ROCHAMBEAU et al., 1994 A1077 NW Index REMUBLUP 18 0.16 

A2066 NBA Index REMIJBLUP 18 0.15 
POUJARDIEU et al., 1994 A2066 CONTROL 0.06 
GOMEZ et al., 1996 p NW BLUP REMLIBLUP 3 0.11 

NW: Number ofweaned rabbits. NBA: Number ofborn alive 
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These results are deceptive and show how difficult is to select for litter size. However, the expC9ted response 
calculated by simple fotmulae is relatively high, around 0.30 rabbits per generation, due to the high coefficient 
of variation of litter size, as SMITH (1984) emphasised. The causes of this disagreement between theory and 
practice have been examined by GOMEZ (1994) and GOMEZ et al. (1994), who shows that if less simple 
models are used to calculate the expected response (taking into account inbreeding, Bulmer effect, and a 
correlation between parities less than one ), the calculated expected response is not so far from the obtained one. 
These difficulties in improving litter size have also been emphasised in pigs (see HALEY et al., 1988, and 
BLASCO et al., 1995, for reviews). This situation has lead to several alternative proposals to improve litter 
size, that will be examined in this review. Nevertheless, BRUN (1993) has called the attention to the 
improvement of the litter size at birth of the hybrids of the French program. In three experiments carried out in 
1970-72, 1979-80 and 1987-89, litter size of the hybrids was 7.9, 8.0 and 9.7. As there was no control 
population, these resu1ts are not strictly comparable, since the improvement could come from an improved 
environment, but it is also possible that the genes for litter size in selected lines are matched by the deci'easing 
performance produced by inbreeding. lf so, when crossing the selected lines, the effect of inbreeding disappears 
and genes for litter size would produce better litters. A higher heterosis is also expected as a consequence of the 
higher consanguinity of the selected lines. 

INDIRECT SELECTION FOR UTTER SIZE 

Selection for ovulation rate and prenatal survival 

A way of selecting for litter size could be to select a correlated trait with a higher heritability. Although this 
seems reasonable, there are homeostatic mechanisms that often match the progress obtained by selection. For 
example, selection fot ovulation rate has been proved to be inefficient to increase litter size in mice and pigs, 
since a correlated decrease in prenatal survival accompanied the increase obtained in ovulation rate (see 
BLASCO et al., 1993a for a review). Prenatal survival seems to have a low heritability, and it is nota candidate 
to substitute selection for litter size, although sorne success was obtained in mice, but not in pigs (see BLASCO 
et al., 1995 for a review). Selection for an index including ovulation rate and litter size has been successful to 
improve litter size in mice (CLUTER et al., 1990) and pigs (CASEY et al., 1994). In mice, it was as efficient as 
direct selection for litter size. In pigs, the results of Casey et al., 1994 are complicated by the method of selection, 
an index of ovulation rate and embryonic survival which requires surgical intervention, but CASEY et al. (1995) 
showed a significant genetic progress in their last generation of selection in which no surgical intervention 
happened. 

Given the experience of pigs and mice, an index of selection for ovulation rate and prenatal survival could be a 
reasonable alternative for selection on litter size in rabbit. The method is based in considering litter size as an 
index of selection with suboptimal economic weights. Litter size (LS) can be expressed as a product of ovation 
rate (OR) and prenatal survival (PS) 

LS==OR. SP 

If a linear index is used to select for OR and PS, LS can be considered as a profit function that should be 
maximised. Then, the economic weights for OR and PS are 

8.oR BsP = [<>TC] 
BSP OR-:QR 

SP..SP 

= OR 

When the genetic and phenotypic correlations are the same, and the heritabilities of both traits are also the same, 
the linear index becomes 

1 = h 2 (SP ·OR +OR · SP) 
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but a Taylor expansion of the expression for LS gives the same index: 

LS = OR · SP = SP · OR + OR · SP 

then, to select by an index is the same as directly selecting for LS when the genetic .. and phenotypic correlations are 
the same, and the heritabilities ofboth traits are also the same. 

There is only one published experiment about heritability of OR and PS in rabbit. In this experiment the genetic 
and phenotypic correlations between OR and PS were -0.14 and -0.30 respectively, and the heritabilities ofOR and 
PS were 0.21 and 0.23 (BLASCO et al., 1993b). With this evidence, it seems hazardous to start an experiment of 
selection by using an index based on the litter size components. 

Selection for uterine efficiency 

Selection on uterine capacity was suggested by CHRISTENSON et al. (1987) asan altemative method to improve 
litter size in pigs. The concept of uterine capacity was introduced in the literature by BAZER et al. (1969), who 
suggested that the competence of the foetuses for a limiting factor before and during implantation could explain 
a large part ofthe observed prenatal mortality. Later, CHRISTENSON et al. (1987) defined uterÍne capacity as 
the maximum number of foetuses that an uterus can carry out with success, when the riumber of ova shed is not 
a limiting factor. DZIUK (1968) and CHRISTENSON et al. (1987) suggested use oí unilateral ovariectomy and 
hysterectomy to measure uterine capacity in pigs. Removing one ovary produces a duplication of the ovulation 
rate in the other ovary, leading toan overcrowding of embryos in the remaining uterine hom. In rabbits, unlike 
in pigs, transuterine migration is almost never found (BLASCO et al., 1994), thus only unilateral ovariectomy 
is needed {FLEMING et al., 1984; BLASCO et al., 1994). Another advantage ofrabbits is that it is possible to 
observe the corpora tutea and implantation sites by laparoscopy without damaging litter size (SANTACREU et 
al. 1990). This is particularly important, since uterine capacity would depend on two traits: number of 
implanted embryos and survival after implantation. 

Only results from two selection experiments in rabbits and one selection experiment in mice have been hitherto 
published. In mice, KIRBY and NIELSEN (1993) have shown that uterine efficiency was not more effective 
than selection on litter size. However, although selection on litter size has been effective in several experiments 
with mi ce, little success has been found in closed populations of rabbits, as we have seen before. 

The experiments of selection for uterine efficiency in rabbits were performed in the SAGA of Toulouse and the 
Universidad Politécnica de Valencia. Both were divergent selection experiments, but the criterion of selection 
was different. In one of the experiments, selection was made on litter size, which includes the two components 
of uterine capacity (number of implanted embryos and survival after implantation), and in the other experiment 
selection was performed on number of dead foetuses from implantation to birth, which concentrates on foetal 
survival. The results have been published by BOLET et al. (1994, 1996), SANTACREU et al. (1994) and 
ARGENTE et al. (1996a), and they are summarized in figure 2. It can be concluded that number of dead 
foetuses from implantation to birth did not change in neither of the experiments, but litter size changed in the 
Valencia experiment, in which litter size was the selection criterion. The divergence in litter size in this 
experiment seems to be associated to a divergence in number of implanted embryos more than to differences in 
foetal survival, showing that it was the competence among embryos before implantation which lead to this 
increment in litter size. ADAMS {1962) and HAFEZ (1964) suggested that competence among embryos could 
produce differences in foetal survival when the rate of implanted embryos is high. However, from these results 
it seems that this competence is not a main factor in determining it. 

Several hypothesis are underlying in the experiment with unilaterally ovariectomized rabbits, and they have 
been discussed by BOLET et al. (1996). The most relevant one is whether selection on uterine efficiency in 
does with only one functional uterine hom will be efficient to improve litter size in females with both homs 
being functional. Argente et al. (1996b) gives sorne complementary results of experiment 2, showing that 
ferna1es of the line selected to increase litter size, with both uterine homs being functional, still have a rabbit 
more than females of the other divergent line. 
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Figure 2: Selection for uterine emciency. Experimentl: SAGA, INRA, Toulouse. 
Experiment 2: Universidad Politécnica de Valencia .. 

From SANTACREU et al. (1994). 

Evolution ofthe difference between high and low selection lines in sitter size (LS), number of corpora lutea (CL), number of implanted 
embryos (lE), and number of dead fetuses between implantation and birth (ND), (figure a) and embryo, fetal and prenatal survival (ES, 
FS, PS), (figure b), from generation O (GO) to generation 4. Experiment l. Selection to decrease (high line) and increase (low line) ND. 
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Evolution ofthe difference between high and low selection lines in litter size (LS), number of corpora lutea (CL), number of implanted 
embryos (lE), and number of dead fetuses between implantation and birth (ND), (figure a) and embryo, fetal and prenatal survival (ES, 
FS, PS) (figure b), from generation O (GO) to generation 4. Experiment 2. Selection to decrease (high line) and dicrease (low line) LS. 
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The improvement in number of imp1anted embryos can be due to differences in rate of fecundation, embryo 
surviva1 or factors re1ated to the uterus. Fecundation rate seems to be very high in intact rabbits though varying 
between strains (ADAMS, 1960; BOLET and THEAU-CLEMENT, 1994). There are not differences in 
fecundation rate between intact and uni1aterally ovariectomized 1ines (SANTACREU et al., 1996), therefore the 
differences in number of imp1anted embryos shall be at 1east attributed to differences in embryo viability 
re1ated to the embryo (vgr. chromosomic abnormalities) or the uterus environment, i.e. the amount and 
composition of uterine secretions. As chromosomic abnorma1ities are rare in rabbits (FECHHEIMER and 
BEATfY, 1974), it seems that competition among embryos for sorne uterine factor before implantation has a 
major role to exp1ain the differences in uterine efficiency. 
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HYPERPROLDICSCHEMES 

LEGAUT and GRUAND (1976) suggested to take advantage of the large organisations of purebreed pigs to 
improve litter size by performing high pressures of selection. The offspring of hyperprolific females is used to 
constitute a line called "hyperprolific" that can be used in the current crossbreeding scheemes. This system has 
proved to be successful in pigs (HERMENT et al., 1994) and it is now applied by prívate pig companies. The same 
system has now been established in the nucleus of selection linked to the Universidad Politécnica of Valencia, 
taking advantage of the possibility of freezing embryos of the hyperprolific females. The process is described in 
García et al. (1996). When a doe of one ofthe nucleus has more than 16 bom alive in the frrst parity, or 28, 41 and 
53 in the sum ofparities 2nd, 3rd and 4th, then it is mated with the best males ofthe selection nucleus, according 
their BLUP evaluation, and the embryos produced are frozen and kept until there are enough to constitute a 
hyperprolific population. The size of the offspring in severa! parities was calculated to have donor does of the 
same genetic value. A frrst evaluation shows that this line has 1.5 ova more than the lines of the selection nucleus 
(Cifre et al, 1994}, although no differences for litter size have been found until now (CIFRE et al., 1996). 

THE CONSEQUENCES OF SELECTION 

Direct or indirect selection will produce at court or long term lines of high prolific~ty. It is often discussed 
whether this would produce sorne undesirable effects, like a .higher mortality at birth or at weaning. When the 
selection criterion is litter size at weaning, the criterion takes into account the ability of the mother for littering, 
but if selection is performed on litter size at birth, it is a reasonable question whether mortality will increase 
from birth to weaning. There is also a problem related to the defmition of litter size at birth. The more logical 
criterion for selection seems to be number of bom alive instead of total number bom, but there is sorne 
inaccuracy when evaluating the number of bom alive, since sorne delay can happens between the birth and the 
control, and sorne ofthe number of dead rabbits could have dye just befare the control was taken. 

The genetic correlation between total litter size at birth and number of bom alive is near unity (KROGMEIER 
et al., 1994). However, although no data have been published in rabbits, in pigs BLASCO et al. (1995) have 
called the attention upon a higher number of dead piglets found in the experiments that claimed to have had 
success when selecting for litter size. As expected, the number of dead bom increased in all the experiments. The 
important result is that this increment was not totally due to a scale factor (i.e., if total number of bom increases, 
both bom alive and dead will increase proportionally) but it was higher than expected. 

Although number of bom alive also increased in all of these experiments, it would be convenient to decrease 
the number of dead bom animals. The problem has notan easy solution. As BLASCO et al. (1995) commented, 
there is a difficulty in analysing genetic parameters of number of dead bom, arising from the clearly non normal 
distribution of the trait. This leads to the question of how reliable are the genetic parameters often given for both 
traits, and encourages the idea of performing analyses in which the number of dead bom will be considered as a 
categorical trait and the number of bom alive as a normally distributed trait. 

Another common preoccupation is whether the best animals of a nucleus will produce hybrids that will be the 
best in a commercial farm. The interactions genotype per environment have not been evaluated in rabbit, with 
the exception of sorne indirect approach to detect interactions produced by type of food (BRUN and LEBAS, 
1994). These results and the results ofsome recent studies in pigs (BIDANEL and DUCOS, 1995), suggest that 
interaction genotype per environment has been overevaluated, and it is not important when all data are analysed 
properly. Nevertheless it has to be stated that very prolific animals should not be reared in hard environments. 
Selection programs are normally prepared for intensive production, which is performed in rather standard 
conditions, therefore farms suffering of poor environment should frrst invest in improving the rearing 
conditions than in high genetic quality animals. 
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